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PRODUCT CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL

Monitoring Well & Cable
Route Warning Markers
Monitoring Well & Cable Route Warning Markers are the ideal way to notify
and warn others about the location of monitoring wells and underground
cables. They are invaluable in providing safety and greatly assist in the
reduction of accidental digging and costly service interruptions.
Constructed of a special fibreglass reinforced composite, the markers are
lightweight, extremely durable and can handle vehicle impact, harsh weather,
contact with wild animals, and vandalism. The material is also able to endure
small grass fires and controlled ditch burns; it will not soften and melt like plastic
markers. The Monitoring Well & Cable Route Warning Markers are produced
in an industry standard colour (bright orange) that will never fade, and the
marker itself will never crack, rust, or rot like wood and metal markers.
An optional Post Driver for the marker offers quick and easy installation.
This simple, two-handed tool, has an opening at the bottom where the
marker is inserted and then driven into the ground with successive taps.

> APPLICATIONS
Where visible notification of monitoring wells and underground cables is required.

> FEATURES
Flexible - fibreglass reinforced.

Pre-labelled.

Produced with a bright orange
colour that is industry standard.

Resistant to fading, cracking, rusting and rotting.

Quick and easy installation with optional Post Driver.
Extremely Durable - Able to Withstand:
Vehicle impact.

Harsh weather.

Wild animals.

Vandalism.

Small fires.

> BENEFITS


Increase Safety
fety

SPECIFICATIONS
NS
ITEM

DESCRIPTION
ON

Material

Glass Reinforced
ced
Polyester Composite
mposite

Weight

0.62 lbs. per foot

Length

1.83 m (72 in.)
.)

Width

.10 m (3.93755 in.)

Colour

Orange

A view of the bottom
opening of the optional
Post Driver which is
used for easy insertion
of the Markers.

ORDERING

Monitoring Well Marker (left) and the
Cable Route Warning Marker (right)
displayed with the optional Post Driver.

ITEM

PART #

1.83 m (72 in.) Monitoring Well Composite Marker with label

EP1500

1.83 m (72 in.) Cable Route Warning Marker with label

EP1510

Post Driver for Composite Markers

EP1550

RST Instruments Ltd. reserves the right to change specifications without notice. EPB0024C

